STARLITE PRODUCTIONS USE DYNACORD® COBRA™ COMPACT
LINE ARRAY AT VETERANS’ AWARD CEREMONY
“The combination of size and ease of use make this a plug-in-and-play
system that has all the bases covered.” – Barry Friedman
Cherry Hill, NJ (September 5, 2003): Starlite Productions Inc.
(www.starliteproductions.com), based out of Cherry Hill, New Jersey, used
a Dynacord Cobra 2 compact line array system at a Korean War veterans’
award ceremony held on July 26th at the Campbell’s Field Baseball Park in
Camden, NJ. Starlite’s Audio Production Manager Barry Friedman
described how the powerhouse Cobra rig hit a home run on the big day: “I
continue to be impressed and surprised by the Cobra’s capacity to deliver
high SPL and clear, even dispersion. It simply doesn’t appear to be
physically large enough to be able to do what it does. We used just 2
Cobra Subs and 2 Cobra Tops per side in conjunction with the house PA
system, and we covered half of the 6400-seat stadium thoroughly. Wideangle speakers with wide-angle coverage really give the Cobra the upper
hand in this kind of environment. A horizontally splayed array would have
been a little trickier. This is a real ‘turnkey’ system, yet its performance
doesn’t cut any corners. We ended up with a clear, full stereo image with
minimal effort and minimal tweaking.”

The Dynacord Cobra 2 at Campbell Field (Photos: Jeff Hart)

Aside from sounding astounding for its size, the Cobra 2 is also designed
to shrink the time required to set up a show: “I love the fact this whole
system – speakers and pre-cabled amps and processing – is so fast. It
really does go up and down in a snap. Two guys, ten minutes, done.
Truly amazing. For one, all the boxes have casters mounted on their rear
sides. That’s a simple, effective solution that makes a big difference in
trucking, moving and stacking. There’s no caster hassle when lining up in
the truck or on the stage. Similarly, the lockable covers keep the speakers
looking good, but don’t require any real fiddling about to remove. For this
event we used the angle wedge between the two Cobra Tops to get a little
extra high projection. The stage was set up on home plate, the FOH at
backstop. With a little tweaking of the DSP244 digital controller we had
plenty of bottom end and a good, clean, loud sound in general.” The
Cobra 2 system had to accommodate a diverse range of sonic textures:
“The band was a 16 piece big band. We also had a 15-person choir on
the ground at stage left, for which we used 3 choir mic’s. We immediately
noticed how much headroom we had in terms of gain before feedback –
control as well as coverage. There were also a lot of spoken words from
some of the folks present, many of whom weren’t accustomed to public
speaking. This means we were dealing with everything from a full horn
section to a very quiet voice, adjusting the mix in real time accordingly.”

Friedman continued: “I’ve heard and used plenty of competitors’ compact
line arrays, and this really holds its own. The Cobra 2 did what I wanted it
to, even though at first I simply didn’t think it could. These boxes don’t
look wide enough, but I can tell you now that they sound wide enough, and
that’s what counts! The sound reinforcement marketplace has become
flooded with compact line arrays, and it takes time to filter through the
contenders before making a wise purchase. We’ve had our Cobra 2
system since March 2003. We obtained it through Mike Marr of
(Telex/Electro-Voice reps) RJ Associates. Six months later, having
become confident enough with our Cobra system to use just 4 boxes per
side as the mains at this big event, I can say that this rig will stand side by
side with all the competition. The fact is the competitors aren’t really
making anything this size that comes close. I predict this is going to hit it
big in both the audio production and rental markets. The combination of
size and ease of use make this a plug-in-and-play system that has all the
bases covered.”

(more)

For full details on Dynacord ® Cobra™ systems, please visit
www.dynacord.com
Dynacord® is a professional audio brand of Telex Communications, Inc., a
leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of sophisticated audio,
wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and communications equipment
for commercial, professional and industrial customers. Telex
Communications markets its products in more than 80 countries under the
brands EV®, Telex®, RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®, Klark Teknik®,
University® and others.
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